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The two phase approach to the cultural planning process is illustrated above. Phase 1

involved collecting data to inform a needs assessment of arts and culture in the

Upside Allentown geographic area. The following report presents the findings of

that needs assessment, which will help guide the Phase 2 activities.

Upside Allentown Cultural Planning Process Overview 

Phase 1            Phase 2 

 

Articulate a collective 

vision for arts and 

culture 
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What three words describe arts and culture in Center City

Allentown today?

In the word cloud below, more frequently mentioned responses are

represented with larger words.
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What three words would you like to use to describe arts and

culture in Center City Allentown in five years?
In the word cloud below, more frequently mentioned responses are

represented with larger words.

.



What Can Arts and Culture Uniquely Do? A Lot.
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Present Day Allentown



What Can Arts and Culture Uniquely Do?
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• Create a vibrant downtown

• Lead the economic development

• Help local residents to make a living

• Attract a new creative class sector

• Spur redevelopment in surrounding areas

• Build an audience for downtown

• Unite the community



Five Key Recommendations

• Begin now to implement small changes that build excitement and

empowerment

• Proactively support efforts underway to local artists and creative

entrepreneurs

• Develop a shared language, awareness and understanding of what arts and

culture can provide

• Establish a steering committee for cultural planning comprised of leaders

from business, arts, civic, neighborhood, city and faith communities

• Ensure the voices of the underserved communities are as loudly heard as

those who are typically involved in the planning process
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NOW is the time to advance arts and culture for Center City

Allentown:



Conclusions

• Empowering residents to be part of the revitalization will fuel sustained transformation

• Residents expressed a heartfelt desire for a vibrant, livable and lovable city

• Allentown needs to claim its 21st Century cultural identity

• Arts & Culture can provide many opportunities for Allentown

• Create vibrancy downtown

• Spur redevelopment

• Lead economic development

• Attract new creative class sector

• Unite the community

• There are many unused, affordable spaces in Allentown which could be used for
expansion of the creative culture

• There has been an absence of collective leadership for arts and culture that embraces
bold thinking and risk taking
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After reflecting on Allentown, its history and future potential,

our consultants offered six key conclusions:



Planning Events & Activities

Stakeholders Leadership Group Meetings                                            Vision Wall Activations
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Community Meetings and Vision Wall Installations



Planning Events & Activities
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Community Engagement

Public Survey

> March-April 2016: Responses from 200+ Residents

Community Input Sessions

> 10 Sessions held for 100+ artists, residents, educators 

> Multiple Stakeholder Leadership Group Meetings

 March, May, August

Intensive Full Day Planning Retreat in August

1000+ Hours of  Volunteer Time
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The Result

1000+ Individual Conversations 
& Contributions

An Arts & Culture Plan to 
GROW with the City
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Where We Are



The Plan

Arts & Culture: 2021

Leverage

Leadership

Location
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The Plan

Vision 2021

A vibrant, energetic and engaging downtown 

with an abundance of  diverse community 

arts and cultural offerings
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The Plan

Our nine guiding principles
We engage authentically and 

collaboratively with the community

We celebrate diversity and inclusion

We embrace neighbors as co-creators 

of  a vibrant and engaging downtown 

that is infused with arts and culture
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The Plan

Our nine guiding principles
We believe neighborhoods are a source of  

creativity and talent
We inspire collaboration across arts and cultural 

institutions, artists and creatives, entrepreneurs, 
the business community, neighborhood 
associations, residents, faith-based organizations, 
civic organizations and city government

We support sustainable and relevant 
organizations and programs
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The Plan

Our nine guiding principles
We lead collectively to advance arts and 

culture across neighborhoods

We will measure the impact of  our plan, 
including increased awareness and 
participation in arts and culture downtown

We are proud of  Allentown's history and 
identity
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The Plan

Our signature initiatives

“Authentically Allentown” Neighborhood      

Artist in Residence Program

The Innovation Challenge for Artists and 

Artistic Institutions
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The Plan

“Authentically Allentown” 

Neighborhood Artist-in Residence Program

 Each of  six neighborhoods in Upside Allentown have an artist-in-residence 

 Build bridges across communities to foster inclusiveness, embrace diversity

 Artists from a pool of  diverse talents selected by a committee of  creative 
professionals and residents 

 Receive a yearly stipend and funds for materials

 Artists as ambassadors, teachers and demonstrators of  creative expression 

 Strengthen community connections within and across neighborhoods.
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The Plan

The Innovation Challenge 

Artists and Artistic Institutions

Encouraging changes to be relevant and sustainable

Incentivize the acceleration of  innovation

Encourage risk-taking to try new programs

Collaborative funding models from business, 

philanthropic support from regional, state and 

national sources
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Our seven goals

Goal #1
Produce accessible, relatable and 

inescapable arts and culture experiences

>Curate offering for children, youth, families

>Optimize use of  existing facilities

>Create inexpensive and unavoidable arts
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Our seven goals

Goal #2
Increase awareness of  arts and cultural offerings

> Create unified messaging campaign
> Targeted culturally relevant outreach strategies
> Launch online resource to communicate and promote arts 

and culture
> Publish and inventory of  venues for performance and 

exhibits
> Organize regularly occurring citywide artist open house
> Increase collaboration around existing events
> Organize an online portal for creativity, collaboration, 

connection 
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Our seven goals

Goal #3
Advance the careers of  local artists and creatives

> Survey artists living and working in Allentown
> Create asset map
> Create a directory of  services and support
> Professional development for artists
> Develop affordable spaces, studios
> Incentivize arts to locate downtown
> Establish internships and apprenticeships
> Encourage other local organizations to participate
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Our seven goals

Goal #4
Sustain a diverse mix of  viable and relevant 

cultural institutions downtown
>Increase awareness institutions play in 

revitalization
>Develop sustainable and collaborative funding
>Advocate with collaborative voice
>Create opportunities to engage downtown 

workers
>Provide board governance training
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Our seven goals

Goal #5
Strengthen city government support for arts and culture

> Implement arts-advancing public policy
> Engage the role of  the Arts Commission

 Serve as primary advocate with city agencies, elected  and 
appointed officials

 Provide dedicated funding stream

> Nonmonetary
 Revise city policies and regulations
 Advance arts development through city plans
 Update public art master plan
 Invest in career development for residents
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Our seven goals

Goal #5 cont.
Strengthen city government support for arts 

and culture

>Monetary
Create budget line item to leverage investment

Evaluate percent-for-arts program

Appropriate ANIZDA funding

>Create a city office for arts and culture with 
dedicated budget, staffing
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Our seven goals

Goal #6
 Increase individual, philanthropic and business support for arts 

and culture
> Individual Donors

 Assess feasibility of  micro-grant/micro-funding models

 Create campaign to cultivate new legion of  donors

> Foundations
 Local: Explore collaborations without impacting existing relationships

 Statewide and National: Explore opportunities based on collaborative 
funding for initiatives impacting the city

> Businesses 
 Sponsorships

 In-kind support

 Inspire businesses and employees to participate
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Our seven goals

Goal #7
Develop cross-sector leadership to sustain the arts and 

cultural community
> Oversee implementation and accountability of  the plan
> Create an evaluation plan and report annually
> Establish Arts Coalition entity 

 Provide collective leadership
 Oversight of  the pan
 Aid in collective support
 Advance regional cooperation

> Implement leadership development program
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Success measures

Use data to measure impact and results of  the 
plan on a yearly basis

Compare future data to initial baseline

Metrics of  arts and culture activity
> Increased participation 

> Reduced barriers to participation

> Increased number of  individuals employed

> Increased positive economic impact

> Increased quantity and quality 

> Increased positive perception and impact on the city
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Where We Are Going



Implementation
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Infrastructure

Separate Stand-alone 501c3, Foundation or other support 

organization to lead into the future

Explore options such as an Alliance or Coalition

Develop Relationships with Partners

> Arts Commission and Arts Council

Ability to fundraise on behalf  of  collective interests

Speak collectively to ANIZDA, Spectra, County, State, 

Foundations and other funding



Implementation
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Infrastructure

Stakeholder Leadership Executive 
Committee continues to lead and 
provide direction to the program

Robust Working Committee Structure

> Organization, Advocacy, Programming, 
Development

Staffing

> Advancement Director (Part Time)

> Artistic Operations Director (Part Time)

> Fellow and Intern (Part Time)

Job descriptions developed



Implementation
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Advancement

Centralized Marketing

> Artist Database

> One-stop website for all activities

> Robust social media presence

Research and outreach to new and 

untapped local funding sources

Funding from regional and national 

Sources



Implementation
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Artistic

Artist-in-Residence Program

> Develop criteria

> Solicit participants

> Community outreach

> Vetting and hiring of  artist(s)

New Events

> Third Thursday: Destination Arts



Next Steps

2017 Launch
Artists-in-Residence Pilot Program 

launch February-September

Volunteer to support the effort

Help us make connections with you 

contacts

Spread the Word
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For More Information

Visit: allentownartsplan.strikingly.com

Sean King

sking.aspire@gmail.com

610.554.0633

Deb Rabinsky

dearte2@verizon.net

610.820.3829
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